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1. INTRODUCTION

The paper is devoted to Remez-type inequalities on bounded sets in
weighted spaces and their applications in approximation theory.

Weighted inequalities for polynomials have received much attention
since the 1950s. It was Dzyadyk [15, 16, 47] who showed that such
inequalities for the Timan weight (- 1&x2+n&1): played an important
role in inverse theorems of approximation theory. In the 1950s�1970s
Lebed, Potapov, Daugavet, Rafalson, Konyagin, and others developed the
Markov�Nikolskii inequalities for polynomials in one and several variables
in the Lp -spaces, equipped with some special weighted measures. For all
this, see [11�14, 33]. A Nikolskii-type inequality for a general weight and
multivariate polynomials was established by the author [23]. For the past
15 years considerable attention has been devoted to the Bernstein�Markov
and Nikolskii inequalities for the exponential weights on an interval or the
real axis (see [35, 36, 44] for discussions and references).

In the 1970s the author [21, 22] developed a new approach to Nikolskii-
type inequalities in rearrangement-invariant spaces based on Remez-type
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nequalities. We discussed these estimates, their generalizations and applica-
tions to some problems of Analysis in part I of this paper [24]. However,
the weighted analogues of these results are unknown.

In this part we extend the Remez inequalities to a general weighted
measure on a bounded set and discuss their applications to Nikolskii-type
inequalities and local approximation.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains Remez-type inequalities
for algebraic and trigonometric polynomials on bounded sets equipped
with a weighted measure +. In particular, we prove weighted estimates for
multivariate polynomials (Theorem 2.1(a), Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2) and
show that the corresponding constant in Theorem 2.1(a) is sharp on the
class of all convex bodies (Theorem 2.2(b)). We also establish the homo-
geneous inequality for algebraic polynomials P of degree n and a measurable
subset E of a convex body V of the form &P&C(V )�C(+V�+E)n &P&C(E) ,
provided + satisfies a special condition (Theorem 2.2(a)). It is shown that
for certain classes of weights, the condition is necessary (Theorem 2.2(b)).
The Remez-type inequalities for trigonometric polynomials (Theorem 2.3)
and estimates of +-rearrangements (Corollaries 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5) are also
presented.

In Section 3 we obtain the Nikolskii- and Schur-type inequalities in
weighted rearrangement-invariant spaces for algebraic and trigonometric
polynomials (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, Corollaries 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6).

Section 4 is devoted to some applications of the homogeneous inequality
of the Nikolskii type (Corollary 3.3) in approximation theory. We remark
that the problems of obtaining the homogeneous inequalities for polynomials
and their applications to local approximation have been communicated to
the author by Yu. A. Brudnyi in the early 1970s.

In Section 5 we apply the general estimates, established in Sections 2 and 3, to
the following particular weights: a generalized Jacobi weight >k

i=1 |x&xi |
:i,

a Jacobi weight (1&x): (1&x);, an exponential weight x* exp(&x&:), and
a generalized Gegenbauer�Timan weight (\(x, 1)): (\(x, 1)+n&2m);,
where 1 is an s-dimensional surface in Rm.

Notation and definitions. We use the following notation.

Let Rm be the m-dimensional Euclidean space; Br( y) :=[x # Rm :
|x& y|�r] an m-dimensional ball in Rm of radius r centered at y; Qr( y)=
Q( y) :=[x # Rm : |xi& yi)|�r�2, 1�i�m] a cube in Rm with the edge
length r; \(x, E) :=infy # E |x& y| the distance from x # Rm to a set E�Rm ;
\(Q, E) :=infx # Q \(x, E), the distance between sets Q and E in Rm; |E|k

k-dimensional Lebesgue measure of an L-measurable set E/Rm, 1�k�m;
/E the characteristic function of E�Rm.

Let Pn, m be the class of all algebraic polynomials in m variables with real
coefficients of degree n; Tn the class of all trigonometric polynomials of a
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single variable of degree n with real coefficients. We also make use of the
Chebyshev polynomial

Tn({) :=(1�2)(({+- {2&1)n+({&- {2&1)n)

of degree n.
Throughout the paper W denotes an integrable weight defined on a

set 0�Rm with the property: |[x # 0 : W(x)=0]|m=0. The weighted
measure + of a Lebesgue-measurable (L-measurable) set E�0 is defined
by +E=�E W(x) dx.

Further, let C(0) be the real space of all real valued continuous func-
tions f on 0�Rm with the norm & f &C(0) :=supx # 0 | f (x)|, and let
Lp, W (0), 0<p��, be the space of all L-measurable functions f on
0�Rm such that & f &Lp, W (0) :=( f0 | f (x)| p W(x) dx)1�p<� if 0<p<�,
and L�, W (0) :=C(0). Set Lp(0) :=Lp, 1(0), 0<p��.

Throughout the paper C, C1 , C2 , ... denote positive constants independent
of variables n, x, t, u, {, set E, functions and polynomials f, P, T, and
occasionally also independent of sets V and 0. The same symbol does not
necessarily denote the same constant in different occurrences.

Next, we define rearrangements of functions and rearrangement-invariant
spaces (see [9, 15, 30]). We consider L-measurable functions f defined on
the set 0�Rm, equipped with the weighted measure +.

For each L-measurable f on the bounded set 0/Rm we define its
increasing +-rearrangement f *+, 0 : [0, +0] � [0, �] by f *+, 0(t) :=f +*(t) :=
sup [{�0 : E{�t], where E{ :=+[x # 0 : | f (x)|�{]|. If + is the Lebesgue
measure, then the corresponding rearrangement is denoted by f *0= f *.
Similarly, for each L-measurable f on 0�Rm we define its decreasing
+-rearrangement by f

* 0(t) :=inf[{�0 : I{�t], where I{ :=+[x # 0 :
| f (x)|>{].

Let .=.( } , 0, W): [0, +0] � [0, |0|m] be the inverse of the function
� |0|m

|0|m& y W*0({) d{, y # [0, |0|m].
We say that a linear real space F(0) of L-measurable functions, defined

on 0�Rm, is a weighted rearrangement-invariant (WRI ) space if there is a
nonnegative functional & }&F(0) on F(0) with the properties:

(i) & f &F(0)=0 if and only if f =0,

(ii) &cf &F(0)=|c|& f &F(0) for a scalar c,

(iii) if g # F(0) and f +*(t)�g+*(t) for all t # [0, +0), then f # F(0)
and & f &F(0)�&g&F(0) .

The fundamental function of F(0) is defined by �F (t) :=&/E&F(0) , where
E�0 and +E=t, 0�t�+0.
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Let 0 be a bounded set and |: 0 � [0, +0] a +-measure preserving
transformation which is one-to-one and onto. Then each WRI space F(0)
generates the WRI space F� (0, +0) :=[h= f (| } ) : f # F(0)] with &h&F� (0, +0)

=&h b |&1&F(0) and �F� =�F . It is known that f +* # F� (0, +0) for each
f # F(0) and the following generalization of the Steffensen inequality [2]
holds

& f &F(E) :=& f/E&F(0)�& f +*/E&F� (0, +0) :=& f +*&F� (0, +E) . (1.1)

If F(0) is a normed WRI (NWRI) space, that is & }&F(0) satisfies the
triangle inequality, then [9, 30]

(1�2) �� F (t)��F (t)��� F (t) (1.2)

for all t�0, where �� F is the least concave majorant of �F .
It is easy to see that Lp, W (0), 0<p<1, are WRI spaces, while C(0),

Lp, W (0), 1�p<�, and the weighted Orlicz, Lorentz, and Marcinkiewicz
spaces are NWRI.

2. REMEZ-TYPE INEQUALITIES FOR WEIGHTED MEASURES

2.1. Algebraic Polynomials

A convex hull of a vertex x0 # Rm and a convex (m&1)-dimensional
body Bm&1 (the base), x0 � Bm&1 , is called the bounded convex cone
(BCC). The set of all BCC in Rm is denoted by K.

Following is a weighted Remez-type inequality for algebraic polynomials
in m variables.

Theorem 2.1. (a) For a polynomial P # Pn, m , a convex body V/Rm

and an L-measurable set E�V, |E|m>0,

&P&C(V )�Tn \1+;m(.(+E)�.(+V))
1&;m(.(+E)�.(+V))+ &P&C(E) , (2.1)

where

;m(t)=(1&t)1�m. (2.2)

(b) Equality in (2.1) holds for all +E # (0, +V ), if and only if V # K,
W(x)= g((c, x&x0)), E is a layer adjacent to the base of the BCC, and
P(x)=ATn(2(h&t)�d&1), A # R1. Here V is the BCC with a vertex x0 # Rm,
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and a base lying in the plane (c, x&x0)&h=0, c=(c1 , ..., cm) # Rm, |c|=1,
h>0; g a nondecreasing function of a single variable on [0, h]; d width of the
layer E; and t a coordinate on the segment [x # Rm : x&x0=tc, 0�t�h].

It was Remez [42] who in 1936 initiated the study of polynomial
inequalities on measurable sets by proving Theorem 2.1 for m=1, and
W(x)=1. Various generalizations of Remez's inequalities and applications
in analysis have received much attention since the 1970's. For all this, see
[3, 6, 7, 19, 22, 24, 34, 37]. In particular, Brudnyi and the author [6, 7]
established m-dimensional inequality (2.1) for the nonweighted case (that is
.(+E)=|E|m). Theorem 2(b) for m>1 and W(x)=1, was obtained by the
author [7].

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first prove statement (a). We shall derive
inequality (2.1) from the nonweighted version of (2.1) (see [6, 7]),

&P&C(V )�Tn \1+;m( |E|m �|V| m)
1&;m( |E|m �|V| m)+ &P&C(E) , (2.3)

where ;m is defined by (2.2). Indeed, . is strictly increasing on [0, |V|m].
Hence

|E|m

|V| m
=

.(� |V|m
|V|m&|E|m

W*({) d{)

.(+V )
�

.(�E W({) d{)

.(+V )
=

.(+E)

.(+V)
. (2.4)

Thus (2.3) and (2.4) yield (2.1).

The proof of statement (b) consists of 5 steps.

Step 1. We first prove sufficiency of statement (b). Let W, V, E, and P
satisfy the conditions of statement (b). Then it is easy to verify that

|
|V|m

|V|m&|E|m

W*({) d{= sup
0/V, |0|m=|E|m

|
0

W(x) dx=|
E

W(x) dx=+E.

Hence |E|m�|V| m=.(+E)�.(+V ). Finally,

|P(x0)|=Tn \1+;m( |E|m �|V|m)
1&;m( |E|m �|V|m)+ &P&C(E)

=Tn \1+;m(.(+E)�.(+V))
1&;m(.(+E)�.(+V))+ &P&C(E) .

Step 2. Next, we shall show that necessity of statement (b) can be
reduced to the nonweighted case.
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Let V be a convex body in Rm, and W a weight such that for some
+ # (0, +V ) there exist an L-measurable set E/V, +E=+, a point x0 # V,
and a polynomial P # Pn, m , satisfying the equality

|P(x0)|=Tn \1+;m(.(+)�.(+V))
1&;m(.(+)�.(+V))+ &P&C(E) . (2.5)

Then taking account of monotonicity of Tn(t) for t>1, we obtain from
(2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) that

|E|m=.(+), (2.6)

|P(x0)|=Tn \1+;m( |E|m �|V|m)
1&;m( |E|m �|V|m)+ &P&C(E) . (2.7)

Step 3. Let r=\(%)=\(%1 , ..., %m) be the equation for the boundary of
V in a spherical coordinate system with center x0 . Let us examine the set
E$ which in the coordinates (r, %) is defined by ;m( |E| m �|V|m) \(%)�r
�\(%). Note first that the restriction of P to a ray l emanating from x0

belongs to Pm, 1 . Hence (2.7) and Remez's theorem [3, p. 228] imply

ess inf
l

|V & l |1 �|E & l |1�(1&;m( |E|m �|V|m))&1. (2.8)

On the other hand, the following inequality holds [6, Lemma 3]:

ess inf
l

|V & l |1 �|E & l |1�(1&;m( |E|m �|V|m))&1. (2.9)

Then (2.8) and (2.9) imply

ess inf
l

|V & l |1 �|E & l |1=ess inf
l

|V & l |1 �|E$ & l |1=(1&;m( |E| m�|V| m))&1.

(2.10)

Taking account of the relation |E|m=|E$| m , we obtain from (2.10) that

|E 2 E$|m=0. (2.11)

Step 4. Next, we shall show that V # K. Without loss of generality we
may assume that x0 # V coincides with the origin. Then taking into account
the extremal properties of the Chebyshev polynomial [3, p. 235], we
obtain from (2.7) and (2.11) that P coincides with the following function

G(x)=Tn \ 2MV (x)
1&;m( |E|m�|V| m)

&
1+;m( |E|m�|V| m)
1&;m( |E|m �|V| m)+
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for all x # V, where MV is the Minkovsky functional of V. Remind that for
x that belongs to a ray l traced from the origin, MV (x) :=|x|�|V & l |1 (the
equivalent definition is given in [43]).

Next we note that G coincides with a polynomial from Pn, m for all x # V
if and only if MV (x)=(b, x) for some b # Rm. Indeed, if G|V # Pn, m , then
homogeneity of MV implies that for every { # (0, 1) and any x # V,

G({x)= :
n

k=0

ak{k(MV (x))k= :
n

k=0

:k {kPk(x), (2.12)

where ak , :k , 0�k�n, are real numbers,

a1=
2

1&;m( |E| m�|V| m)
T $n \1+;m( |E|m �|V|m)

1&;m( |E|m �|V| m)+>0,

and Pk are homogeneous polynomials of degree k, 0�k�n. In particular,
(2.12) shows that MV (x)=CP1(x), x # V. Hence MV (x)=(b, x) for
some b # Rm.

Thus V # K since V # K with the vertex at the origin if and only if MV

is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 1.

Step 5. Thus we proved that if V, W, E, and P satisfy (2.5) for some
+=+E # (0, |V|m), then V # K. Moreover, (2.11) implies that E coincides
with a layer adjacent to the base of the BCC and P(x)=ATn(2(h&t)�d&1).

It remains to show that if (2.5) holds for all +E, 0<+E<+V, then
W(x)= g((c, x&x0)), where g is a nondecreasing function of a single
variable on [0, h]. Indeed, it follows from (2.6) that

sup
0/V, |0|m=|E|m

|
0

W(x) dx=|
|V|m

|V|m&|E|m

W*({) d{=|
E

W(x) dx

for every layer E adjacent to the base of V. This yields W(x)=W*(|E|m)
for almost all x from the set V & [x # Rm : (c, x&x0)=h&d], where h is
height of the BCC V and d width of E, 0�d�h. Hence W(x)= g(h&d ),
and g(h&d1)�g(h&d2) for d1�d2 . It completes the proof of statement (b).

K

Remark 2.1. In the proof of Theorem 2.1(b) we used some ideas from
[7, Theorem 2].

Following is a special case of Theorem 2.1 for m=1.
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Corollary 2.1. For P # Pn, 1 and E�V=[a, b], |E|1>0,

&P&C(a, b)�Tn \2.(+V )
.(+E)

&1+ &P&C(E) . (2.13)

Equality in (2.13) for +E=+, 0<+<+V holds if and only if E=[a, a+.(+)],
P(x)=ATn(

2(x&a)
.(+) &1), and weight W is nonincreasing on [a, b], or E=

[b&.(+), b], P(x)=ATn(
2(b&x)

.(+) &1), and W is nondecreasing on [a, b], A # R1.

Theorem 2.1 allows the following estimates.

Corollary 2.2. (a) For P # Pn, m and E�V, |E|m>0,

&P&C(V )�(C1.(+V )�.(+E))n &P&C(E) . (2.14)

(b) For P # Pn, m and E�V, 1&2&2m�.(+E)�.(+V )�1,

&P&C(V )�exp(C2n(1&.(+E)�.(+V))1�2m) &P&C(E) , (2.15)

where C1�4m and C2�4.

Proof. It is easy to show that

Tn \1+;m(t)
1&;m(t)+=(1�2) \\1+;2m(t)

1&;2m(t)+
n

+\1&;2m(t)
1+;2m(t)+

n

+ , 0�t�1.

Hence

Tn \1+;m(t)
1&;m(t)+�\1+(1&t)1�(2m)

1&(1&t)1�(2m)+
n

�\4m
t +

n

, 0<t�1,

Tn \1+;m(t)
1&;m(t)+�\1+

2(1&t)1�(2m)

1&(1&t)1�(2m)+
n

�exp \ 2n(1&t)1�(2m)

1&(1&t)1�(2m)+
�exp(4n(1&t)1�(2m)), 1&2&2m�t�1.

Together with (2.1) this yields (2.14) and (2.15). K

Remark 2.2. Analogues of inequalities (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) are also
valid for generalized polynomials f (z)=|C| >k

i=1 |z&zi |
:i, z i # C, :i>0,

1�i�k of degree N=�k
i=1 :i , if we use (2.4) and a Remez-type inequality

for f [3, p. 393]:

& f &C(a, b)�(- (b&a)�|E|1 +- (b&a)�|E|1&1)2N & f &C(E) ,

E�[a, b], |E|1>0. (2.16)
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The following corollary shows that inequalities (2.1) and (2.15) are
equivalent to certain estimates of +-rearrangements. The corresponding
nonweighted results were obtained in [6, 7, 22, 24].

Corollary 2.3. (a) Theorem 2.1(a) is equivalent to the following
statement: for every P # Pn, m and every t # (0, +V],

P+*(t)�\Tn \1+;m(.(t)�.(+V ))
1&;m(.(t)�.(+V ))++

&1

&P&C(V ) . (2.17)

(b) Corollary 2.2(b) is equivalent to the statement: for every P # Pn, m

and every t # (0, +V] such that 1&2&2m�.(t)�.(+V)�1,

P+*(t)�exp(&4n(1&.(+E)�.(+V))1�2m) &P&C(V ) . (2.18)

Proof. Let P # Pn, m and let (2.1) hold for every E�V. Then +Et=t for
t # (0, +V] and a set Et :=[x # V : |P(x)|�P+*(t)]. Hence (2.17) follows
from (2.1). Conversely, if P # Pn, m and (2.17) holds for every t # (0, +V],
then for every E�V and E$=[x # V : |P(x)|�&P&C(E)] we have +E�+E$
and &P&C(E)=&P&C(E$)=P+*(+E$). Now (2.1) follows from (2.17). This
establishes statement (a) of the corollary. Similarly statement (b). K

Remark 2.3. It easy to verify that for any bounded and measurable sets
E and 0, E�0/Rm, we have |E| m�|0|m�.(+E)�.(+V ) (cf. (2.4)). Hence
the following general form of Theorem 2.1 is valid: if for every P # Pn, m ,

&P&C(0)�9( |E|m �|V|m) &P&C(E) , (2.19)

where 9 is nonincreasing on (0, 1], then

&P&C(0)�9(.(+E)�.(+V )) &P&C(E) . (2.20)

Moreover, (2.20) implies (see the proof of Corollary 2.3)

P+*(t)�(9(.(t)�.(+V )))&1 &P&C(0) , 0<t�+V. (2.21)

In particular, it is possible to refine inequalities (2.15) and (2.18) for bounded
domains 0/Rm with C2-boundaries:

&P&C(0)�exp(Cn(1&.(+E)�.(+0))1�(m+1)) &P&C(E) ,

C�.(+E)�.(+0)�1,
(2.22)

P+*(t)�exp(&Cn(1&.(t)�.(+0))1�(m+1)) &P&C(0) ,

C�.(t)�.(+0)�1.
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To prove these relations, we note that (2.19) holds for such domains with
9( y)=exp(Cn(1& y)1�(m+1)) (see [31]). It remains to apply (2.20) and (2.21).

It is also possible to extend (2.15) and (2.18) to a bounded domain
0/Rm satisfying the cone property [1, p. 66]. Indeed, it is easy to show
[24, 31] that (2.19) holds for such a domain and the corresponding 9.
Then (2.20) and (2.21) yield the corresponding estimates.

2.2. A Homogeneous Inequalitiy for Algebraic Polynomials

A constant in the nonweighted version of (2.14) &P&C(V )�(4m |V|m�|E|m)n

&P&C(E) depends only on n, m, and |V|m �|E|m . Such a homogeneity of the
constant for fixed n and M plays an important role in some applications
[5, 20, 32, 39, 40].

Below we define a condition on a weight W that guarantees the validity
of the homogeneous weighted inequality

&P&C(V)�(C3+V�+E)n &P&C(E) (2.23)

for every P # Pn, m and all measurable E and convex V, such that |E|m>0
and E�V�0, where 0 is a fixed domain in Rm. We also show that in the
one-dimensional case the condition is necessary for continuous monotone
weights.

Definition 2.1. We say that W satisfies the 2M -condition on 0 if there
exists a number M=M(W, 0) # (0, 1) such that

C0=C0(M, W, 0) := sup
V�0�

W*V ( |V| m)�W*V (M |V|m)<�. (2.24)

Let ? be a family of convex bodies V�0� .

Definition 2.2. We say that W satisfies the 2M(?)-condition on 0 if
there exists M # (0, 1) such that

C0(?)=sup
V # ?

W*V ( |V|m)�W*V (M |V|m)<�.

Theorem 2.2. (a) If W satisfies the 2M-condition on 0, then for a
polynomial P # Pn, m , a convex body V�0� , and an L-measurable set E�V,
|E|m>0, inequality (2.23) holds with 1<C3�(1&M)&1 C0 .

(b) If W satisfies the 2M(?)-condition on 0, then for every P # Pn, m ,
V # ?, and E�V, |E|m>0, (2.23) holds.
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(c) If W is a nondecreasing (or nonincreasing) continuous weight on
0� =[A, B], and (2.23) holds for C3>1, every P # Pn, m and all sets E�V�
[A, B], |E|1>0, then W satisfies the 2M-condition on 0, with M=1&(4C3)&1

and C0�4C3&1.

Proof. (a) We note first that the relations

+E=|
|V|m

|V|m&.(+E)
W*V ({) d{�.(+E) W*V ( |V|m),

+V=|
|V|m

0
W*V ({) d{�|

|V|m

M|V|m

W*V ({) d{�(1&M) .(+V ) W*V (M|V|m)

imply the estimates

.(+V)

.(+E)
�(1&M)&1 W*V ( |V| m)

W*V (M |V|m)
+V
+E

�(1&M)&1 C0

+V
+E

. (2.25)

Thus (2.14) and (2.25) yield (2.23).
Statement (b) can be proved similarly.

(c) Without loss of generality we assume that W is nondecreasing on
(A, B). Then W*V ({)=W(a&A+{) for any interval V=[a, b]�(A, B).
Next, choosing for a fixed + # (0, +V], E=[a, b&.(+)] and P(x)=
Tn(2(b&x)�.(+)&1), we obtain from Corollary 2.1

&P&C(a, b)=Tn(2.(+V )�.(+)&1) &P&C(E)�(.(+V )�2.(+))n &P&C(E) .

(2.26)

It follows from (2.23) and (2.26) that for all intervals [a, b]�[A, B] and
all y # (0, b&a],

�b&a
0 W*[a, b]({) d{

�b&a
b&a& y W*[a, b]({) d{

�
b&a
2C3y

. (2.27)

Letting y � 0 in (2.27) and setting M=1&(4C3)&1, we have

(2C3)&1 (b&a) W*[a, b](b&a)

�|
b&a

0
W*[a, b]({) d{=|

M(b&a)

0
+|

b&a

M(b&a)

�M(b&a) W*[a, b](M(b&a))+(1&M)(b&a) W*[a, b](b&a).
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This yields

C0= sup
[a, b]�(A, B)

W*[a, b](b&a)�W*[a, b](M(b&a))�4C3&1.

Thus W satisfies the 2M -condition on (A, B) for M=1&(4C3)&1 and
C0�4C3&1. K

Corollary 2.4. If W satisfies the 2M(?)-condition on 0�Rm, then for
a polynomial P # Pn, m and a convex body V # ?,

P*+, V (t)�(t�(C3+V ))n &P&C(V ) , (2.28)

where C3�(1&M)&1 C0(?).

The implication (2.23) O (2.28) can be proved similarly to Corollary 2.3.

Remark 2.4. It is easy to see that if W is nondecreasing on (A, B), then
condition (2.24) is equivalent to C$0=supa # [A, B], { # [0, B&A] W[a, b](a&A+{)�
W[a, b](a&A+M{)<�.

2.3. Trigonometric Polynomials

Following is a weighted Remez-type inequality for trigonometric polyno-
mials of a single variable.

Theorem 2.3. For a polynomial T # Tn and an L-measurable set
E�(0, 2?], the following inequalities hold,

&T&C(0, 2?)�(C4 �.(+E))2n &T&C(E) , (2.29)

&T&C(0, 2?)�exp(C5n(2?&.(+E))) &T&C(E) , .(+E)>3?�2, (2.30)

where C4 and C5 are absolute constants.

For W(x)=1 (that is .(+E=|E|1) inequality (2.29) with C4�87 was
established by Nazarov [41], while (2.30) was proved by Erdelyi [17].
More precise estimates for the constants in the nonweighted inequalities
(C4�17 and C5�2) were obtained in [24].

Proof of Theorem 2.3. A function . is strictly increasing on [0, 2?].
Hence

|E|1=. \|
2?

2?&|E|1

W*({) d{+�. \|E
W(x) dx+=.(+E). (2.31)

Now (2.29) and (2.30) follow from (2.31) and the corresponding non-
weighted inequalities [17, 24, 41]. K
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Corollary 2.5. For T # Tn and every t # (0, +(0, 2?)],

T +*(t)�C &1
4 (.(t))2n &T&C(0, 2?) ,

(2.32)
T +*(t)�exp(&C5n(2?&.(t))&T&C(0, 2?) , .(t)�3?�2,

where C4 and C5 are constants in (2.29) and (2.30).

The proof of the corollary is similar to that of Corollary 2.3 if we use
Theorem 2.3 instead of Theorem 2.1.

3. NIKOLSKII- AND SCHUR-TYPE INEQUALITIES IN
WEIGHTED SPACES

3.1. Algebraic Polynomials

We present first a Remez�Nikolskii-type inequality in WRI spaces.

Theorem 3.1. Let V/Rm be a convex body and let F(V ) be a WRI
space. Then

(a) for a polynomial P # Pn, m , an L-measurable set E�V, |E|m>0,
and any : # (0, 1],

&P&C(V )�(�F (:+E))&1 Tn \1+;m(.((1&:) +E)�.(+V ))
1&;m(.((1&:) +E)�.(+V ))+ &P&F(E) , (3.1)

(b) for P # Pn, m , E�V, |E|m>0, 1&2&2m�.(+E)�.(+V)�1 and
any : # (0, 1],

&P&C(V )�(�F (:+E))&1 exp(4n(1&.((1&:) +E)�.(+V ))1�2m) &P&F(E) .

(3.2)

Proof. Taking account of (1.1), we have

&P&F(E)�&P*+, V &F� (0, +E)�&P*+, V&F� ((1&:) +E, +E)��F (:+E) P*+, V ((1&:) +E).

(3.3)

Hence (3.1) follows from (3.3) and (2.17). Similarly, (3.2) is a consequence
of (3.3) and (2.18). K

Following is a global version of the Nikolskii inequality for algebraic
polynomials in weighted spaces.
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Corollary 3.1. Let P # Pn, m be a polynomial.

(a) For a convex body V and a WRI space F(V ),

&P&C(V)�8 \�F \|
|V|m �(n+1) 2m

0
W*V ({) d{++

&1

&P&F(V ) . (3.4)

(b) For a bounded domain 0/Rm with the C2-boundary and a WRI
space F(0),

&P&C(0)�C \�F \|
|0|m�(n+1)m+1

0
W*0({) d{++

&1

&P&F(0) . (3.5)

(c) In particular, for 0<p�q��,

&P&Lq, W(V )�81& p�q \|
|V|m�(n+1)2m

0
W*V ({) d{+

1�q&1�p

&P&Lp, W (V ) , (3.6)

&P&Lq, W(0)�C \|
|0|m�(n+1)m+1

0
W*0({) d{+

1�q&1�p

&P&Lp, W (0) . (3.7)

Proof. We first prove (3.4). Putting :n=(+V )&1 � |V|m�(n+1)2m

0 W*({) d{,
we have

.((1&:n) +V)=(1&(n+1)&2m) |V|m=(1&(n+1)&2m) .(+V ).

Then using (3.1) for E=V and :=:n , we obtain

&P&C(V )�Cn \�F \|
|V|m �(n+1)2m

0
W*({) d{++

&1

&P&F(V ) ,

where

Cn=Tn \1+(n+1)&2

1&(n+1)&2+�\1+(n+1)&1

1&(n+1)&1+
n

<e2.

This yields (3.4). Equation (3.5) can be proved similarly if we use the corre-
sponding analogue of (3.2) for domains with C2-boundary that follows
from (2.22). Next, (3.6) and (3.7) follow from (3.4) and (3.5) respectively,
by the standard argument [47, p. 236]: for A>0 and 0<p�q��,

&P&C(V )�A &P&Lp, W (V ) O &P&Lq, W (V )�&P&1& p�q
C(V ) &P& p�q

Lp, W(V )

�A1& p�q &P&Lp, W (V ) . (3.8)

This completes the proof of the corollary. K
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Estimate (3.6) was proved in [23] by using (2.3) and some Lp-inequalities
for the rearrangements of functions. Apparently this method is inapplicable to
(3.5). Recently a version of (3.6) was independently obtained in [31].

Note that (3.5) and (3.7) can be extended to a bounded domain satisfying
the cone property if we use the corresponding version of (2.18) (see
Remark 2.3).

We remark that Nikolskii-type inequalities (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7)
are efficient for weights of power growth (see Examples 5.1, 5.2, and 5.4).
However, for some weights (in particular, for exponential weights) we need
more precise estimates (see Example 5.3).

Corollary 3.2. If V is a convex body and F(V) is a WRI space, then
for a polynomial P # Pn, m ,

&P&C(V )�exp \H \ln �F \|
y2m |V|m

0
W*({) d{+ , 4n++ &P&F(V ) , (3.9)

where H( f ( y), t)=infy # (0, 1) (ty& f ( y)) is the Young-type transformation
of f.

In particular, for 0<p�q��,

&P&Lq, W (V )�exp \(1& p�q) H \p&1 ln |
y2m |V|m

0
W*({) d{, 4n++ &P&Lp, W (V ) .

(3.10)

Proof. To prove (3.9), we first note that for :=(+V )&1 � y |V|m
0 W*({) d{

and every y # (0, 1), .((1&:) +V )�.(+V)=1& y. Next, applying (3.2) for
E=V, we obtain

&P&C(V )�exp \4ny1�2m&ln �F \|
y |V|m

0
W*({) d{++ &P&F(V ) .

This yields (3.9). Then (3.10) follows from (3.8) and (3.9). K

Recall that the estimates similar to (3.9) and (3.10) can be obtained for
bounded domains with the cone property or with the C2-boundary.

The following is a homogeneous version of the Nikolskii inequality.

Corollary 3.3. Let 0 be a domain in Rm and let F(0) be a NWRI
space. If W satisfies the 2M(?)-condition on 0, where ? is a family of convex
bodies V�0, then for a polynomial P # Pn, m and a convex body V # ?,

&P&C(V )�C(�F (+V ))&1 &P&F(V ) , (3.11)

where C�4(2C0(?)(1&M)&1)n and C0(?) is defined in Definition 2.2.
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Proof. Using Corollary 2.4, we obtain

&P&F(V )�&P*+, V &F� (+V�2, +V )�P*+, V (+V�2) �F (+V�2)

��F (+V�2)(2C3)&n &P&C(V ) . (3.12)

Since by (1.2), �F ({�2)�(1�4) �F ({), {>0, (3.12) yields (3.11). K

Finally, we obtain a weighted L� -version of (3.4) (a Schur-type inequality).

Corollary 3.4. Let P # Pn, m be a polynomial and W a continuous
weight. Then

(a) For a convex body V,

&P&C(V )�8(W*V ( |V|m (n+1)&2m))&1 &WP&C(V ) . (3.13)

(b) For a bounded domain 0 with C 2-boundary,

&P&C(0)�C(W*0( |0|m (n+1)&(m+1)))&1 &P&C(0) . (3.14)

Proof. Relations (3.13) and (3.14) follow from (3.6) and (3.7), respec-
tively, if we replace W with W p in (3.6) and (3.7) for q=�, take account
of (W p)*=W* p, and let p � �. K

Remark 3.1. In 1919 Schur [3, 37, 45] established the estimates

&P&C(&1, 1)�min(n &- 1&x2 P(x)&C(&1, 1) , (n+1) &xP(x)&C(&1, 1)),

P # Pn, 1 . (3.15)

Goetgheluck [25] noticed that, by Markov's inequality,

&P&C(&1, 1)�(n+1)2 &(1&x) P(x)&C(&1, 1) , P # Pn, 1 , (3.16)

and established [26, 27, 28] the generalized version of (3.15) and (3.16)

&P&Lp(0)�Cnd &WP&Lp(0) , P # Pn, m , 1�p��, (3.17)

where the open bounded set 0�Rm and a weight W # L1(0) satisfy certain
conditions, and the exponent d is effectively computable.

Note that for p=� and the convex sets or the sets with C 2-boundaries,
inequalities (3.13) or (3.14) are more general than (3.17) and give more
precise estimates for certain weights. For example, if V=[0, 1] and W(x)
=(ln(e�x))&1, then (3.13) yields

&P&C(0, 1)�8(1+2 ln(n+1)) &P&C(0, 1) .

The similar example can be constructed for a cube or a ball in Rm.
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3.2. Trigonometric Polynomials

Throughout this section C5 is the absolute constant in (2.30).

Theorem 3.2. If F(0, 2?) is a WRI space of 2?-periodic functions of a
single variable, then for T # Tn , E�(0, 2?], |E| 1>0, and any : # (0, 1],

&T&C(0, 2?)�(�F (:+E))&1 exp(C5n(2?&.((1&:) +E))) &T&F(E) ,
(3.18)

.(+E)>3?�2.

Proof. Taking account of (1.1) and (2.32), we obtain

&T&F(E)�&T +*&F� (0, +E)�&T +*&F� ((1&:) +E, +E)��F (:+E) T +*((1&:) +E)

��F (:+E) exp(&C5 n(2?&.((1&:) +E))) &T&C(0, 2?) . K

Then (3.18) follows. K

Corollary 3.5. For a WRI space F and a polynomial T # Tn ,

&T&C(0, 2?)�e2?C5 \�F \|
2?�(n+1)

0
W*({) d{++

&1

&T&F(0, 2?) ,

&T&C(0, 2?)�exp \H \ln �F \|
2?y

0
W*({) d{+ , C5n++ &T&F(0, 2?) ,

where H( f ( y), x) is the transformation from Corollary 3.2. In particular, for
0<p�q��,

&T&Lq, W (0, 2?)�e2?C5(1& p�q) \|
2?�(n+1)

0
W*({) d{+

1�q&1�q

&T&Lp, W (0, 2?) ,

&T&Lq, W (0, 2?)�exp \(1& p�q) H \p&1 ln |
2?y

0
W*({) d{, C5n++ &T&Lp, W(0, 2?) .

Corollary 3.6. For a polynomial T # Tn and a weight W # C(0, 2?),

&T&C(0, 2?)�e2?C5(W*(2?�(n+1)))&1 &WT&C(0, 2?) . (3.19)

The proofs of Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 are similar to those of Corollaries
3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.

Remark 3.2. A Schur-type inequality

&T&Lp(0, 2?)�Cnr &WT&Lp(0, 2?) , 1�p��, T # Tn (3.20)
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for the generalized Jacobi weight W(x)=>k
i=1 |x&xi |

:i, :i>0, 1�i�k,
and r=max1�i�k : i was proved in [25]. Below we show (see Corollary
5.1(d)) that (3.20) follows from (3.19) for p=�.

4. AN ESTIMATE OF THE ERROR OF
LOCAL BEST APPROXIMATION

4.1. Statement of Main Results

Here we consider some applications of the homogeneous Nikolskii-type
inequality (see Corollary 3.3) to Jackson-type estimates in approximation
theory. We obtain an estimate of the error of best polynomial approximation
of a function in a weighted space via its local approximation characteristic.
As a corollary, we establish an inequality for the weighted rearrangement
of a function from a NWRI space.

To formulate the results, we shall need some definitions.
Let E( f, B, F ) :=infg # B & f& g&F be the error of best approximation in

the metric of a normed space F of f # F by elements from a subspace B�F.
Let Q0 :=[&1, 1]m be the cube in Rm, and Q a subcube, that is a closed
cube in Q0 that is homothetic to Q0 .

Definition 4.1. A family of disjoint subcubes is called a packing. A pack-
ing ?{=[Q] with +Q={, 0<{�+Q0 , Q # ?{ , is called a (+, {)-packing.

Let F(Q0) be an NWRI space, ?{ a (+, {)-packing, and 6n&1(?{) the
class of all piecewise-polynomial functions g such that g|Q # Pn&1, m for
each Q # ?{ .

We define the local approximation characteristic of f # F(Q0) by

|( f, {)=|( f, 6n&1(?{(?{), F(Q0))

:=sup
?{

E \f, 6n&1(?{), F \ .
Q # ?{

Q++ , 0<{�+Q0 .

Set |( f, {) :=|( f, +Q0) for {>+Q0 .

Theorem 4.1. If W satisfies the 2M(})-condition on Q0 , where } is a
family of all subcubes, then for an L-measurable E�Q0 and any f # F(Q0),

E( f, Pn&1, m , F(E))�C�F (+E) |
4+Q0

2+E

|( f, {)
�F ({)

d{
{

, (4.1)

where C is independent of f and E.
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The following corollary plays an important role in some areas of analysis
[4, 5, 20].

Corollary 4.1. If W satisfies the 2M(})-condition on Q0 , then for any
f # F(Q0), there exists P0 # Pn&1, m such that

( f &P0)
* Q0

(t)�C |
4+Q0

2t

|( f, {)
�F ({)

d{
{

, 0<t�+Q0 . (4.2)

The nonweighted versions of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 in more
general settings were proved by Brudnyi [4, 5]. The author [20] estab-
lished (4.1) and (4.2) for packings ?{=[Q] with |Q|m={ and weights W
satisfying the condition infx # Q0

W(x)�C>0.
The proofs are the modification of those of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 in

[5] and Lemma 2.1 in [20]. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on Corollary
3.3 and a new covering lemma for weighted measures (Lemma 4.2).

4.2. Covering Lemmas

Lemma 4.1. Let E be a bounded set in Rm, and let for every x # E, there
exist a closed interval 6(x) satisfying the condition: Br(x)(x)�6(x)�
BCr(x)(x), where Br(x)(x) and BCr(x)(x) are two balls centered at x and C�1
is a constant independent of x. Then a family [6(x)]x # E contains a sequence
?=[6(xk)]�

k=1 with the following properties:

(a) E���
k=1 6(xk);

(b) the multiplicity of the covering of points of Rm by ? does not
exceed %1(m, C);

(c) there exist packings ?i , 1�i�%2(m, C), such that ?=�%2
i=1

?i .

The lemma is a special case of Morse's theorem [29, 38].
The following weighted version of the covering lemma is trivial for m=1

or m>1, W(x)=1. However, the author could not find a short proof in
the general case.

Lemma 4.2. For a weight W # L1(Q0) and a fixed { # (0, +Q0), there
exists a family ?=[Q] of subcubes with the following properties:

(a) +Q={ for all Q # ?;

(b) Q0=�Q # ? Q;

(c) the multiplicity of the covering of points of Rm by ? does not
exceed %3(m);

(d) there exist packings ?i , 1�i�%4(m), such that ?=�%4
i=1

?i .
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Proof. We construct first a special family of subcubes with properties
(a) and (b). Let Q0=A$ _ A", where A$ is a set of points from Q0 such that
for each x # A$ there exists a subcube Q(x)�Q0 , +Q={, centered at x, and
A"=Q0&A$. Set ?$=[Q(x) : x # A$].

To select a subcube, covering a point x=(x1 , ..., xm) # A", we shall need
a special polygon curve c(x). We assume first that x1� } } } �xm�0. Put

Ai=(xi , ..., xi , x i+1 , ..., xm) # Rm, 1�i�m; Am+1=(0, ..., 0).

Then the curve is defined by c(x)=�m
i=1 Ji , where Ji is a segment with

starting point Ai and ending point Ai+1 , 1�i�m. Note that J i=Ji+1 if
xi=xi+1 , 1�i�m.

The following properties of c(x) are valid.

(a) c(x) is a simple curve in Q0 with starting point x and ending
point 0.

(b) There exists y= y(x) # c(x) such that a subcube Q( y) of the edge
length r( y)=2\( y, �Q0) satisfies the condition +Q( y)={.

(c) The edge length l of Q( y) is equal to 2&2(txs+(1&t) xs+1),
where y # Js , that is y=tAs+(1&t) As+1 for some s, 1�s�m and some
t # [0, 1].

(d) x # Q( y).

The curve is not self-intersecting since a jth coordinate of Ai is a nonin-
creasing sequence of numbers for each fixed j, 1� j�m and i=1, ..., m+1.
Hence (a) follows.

Property (b) is a consequence of (a) and the Weierstrass theorem since
+Q( y) is a continuous function of y # c(x), +Q(A1)=+Q(x)<{ (we remind
that x # A"), and +Q(Am+1)=+Q(0)=+Q0�{.

Property (c) is obvious while (d) follows from (c) and the relations

0�xj& yj�l�2=1&(txs+(1&t) xs+1),

1� j�s; xj= yj , s+1� j�m.

It is easy to show that the curve c(x) with properties (a)�(d) can be
constructed for every x # Q0 . Thus the family ?$ _ [Q( y); x # A"] satisfies
properties (a) and (b) of the lemma. However, we cannot apply the
Besicovich-type theorem [29] to this family since x could be located on or
near the boundary of Q( y) if x # A". That is why we need a special family
of intervals that contain x # A".
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Let x # A", x1� } } } �xm�0, and let y=tAs+(1&t) As+1 , by proper-
ties (b) and (c). Set u=u(x)=(1, ..., 1, xs+1 , ..., xm). We define an interval
centered at u, by

6(u)=[z # Rm : |zj&u j |�l, 1� j�s; |zj&uj |�l�2, s+1� j�m],

where l is the edge length of Q( y), given in property (c). The following
properties of 6(u) hold.

(e) Q( y)=6(u) & Q0 .

(f ) x # 6(u).

(g) l�2�\(x, �6(u))�maxz # 6(u) |x&z|�m1�2l.

To prove property (e), we first note that

u& y=(l�2, ..., l�2, 0, ..., 0). (4.3)

Hence u # Q( y) and for every z # Q( y), |uj&zj |=| yj&zj |�l�2, s+1� j
�m. Then it follows from (4.3) that |uj&zj |�|uj& yj |+| yj&zj |�l,
1� j�s. Therefore, Q( y)�6(u) & Q0 .

It remains to show that if z # 6(u)&Q( y), then z � Q0 . Indeed, taking
account of (4.3) we obtain that the inequalities |uj&zj |�l, |zj& yj |>l�2, are
equivalent to uj<zj�l+uj , for each fixed j, 1� j�s. Hence z � Q0 , and
property (e) follows. Next, note that (f) is an easy consequence of (d) and (e).

Further, the upper estimate in property (g) immediately follows from (f)
and the definition of 6(u).

To establish the lower estimate, we consider two (m&1)-dimensional
faces G& j and G+ j of 6(u) that are orthogonal to the j th coordinate axis,
1� j�m. If 1� j�s, then by (c),

\(x, G+ j)=|xj&(1+l)|=1+l&xj�l,

\(x, G& j)=|xj&(1&l)|=xj&(txs+(1&t) xs+1)+l�2�xj&xs+l�2�l�2.

It is clear that for s+1� j�m,

\(x, G\ j)=|xj&(xj\l�2)|=l�2.

This proves the lower estimate in (g). The property is established.
Thus properties (b), (d), (e), (f ), and (g) show that for every x # A"

satisfying the condition x1� } } } �xm�0, there exist a subcube Q( y)�Q0

and an interval 6(u) such that

+Q( y)={, x # Q( y), x # 6(u), Q( y)=6(u) & Q0 ,
(4.4)

Bl�2(x)�6(u)�Bm1�2 l (x)

for some l=l(x)>0. It is easy to show that (4.4) holds for every x # A".
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Set ?"=[6(u(x)) : x # A"] and ?*=?$ _ ?". Next, (4.4) shows that for
every x # Q0 , there exists a cube or an interval from ?*, satisfying the
condition of Lemma 4.1 for C�2m1�2. Applying now Lemma 4.1, we obtain
a family ?**=[61 , 62 , ...] of subcubes and intervals, satisfying properties
(a), (b), and (c) of Lemma 4.1. Then ?=[61 & Q0 , 62 & Q0 , ...] satisfies
all properties of Lemma 4.2. K

4.3. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let ?=[Q] be a family of subcubes with
properties (a), (b), (c), and (d) from Lemma 4.2. According to properties
(a) and (d) there exist (+, {)-packings ?i , 1�i�%4 , such that ?=�%4

i=1
?i .

Next, let P0 # Pn&1, m be a polynomial of best approximation to f in F(Q0),
and hi # 6n&1(? i) a piecewise polynomial function that deviates least from
f in F(0i), where 0i :=�Q # ?i

Q, 1�i�%4 .
We define hi (x) :=0 for x # Q0&0i , 1�i�%4 , and let / :=�%4

i=1
/0i

.
Property (b) of Lemma 4.2 shows that 1�/(x)�%4 . We set h=(1�/)_
�%4

i=1
hi/0i

.
Then for any L-measurable E�Q0 , we choose {=+E and obtain

E( f, Pn&1, m , F(E))�& f&P0&F(E)�& f&h&F(E)+&h&P0&F(E) . (4.5)

Next, by the definition of |( f, {) and h,

& f&h&F(E)�& f&h&F(Q0)� :
%4

i=1

& f&hi&F(0i)
�C|( f, +E). (4.6)

Similarly,

&h&P0&F(E)��F (+E) sup
Q0

|h&P0 |��F (+E) :
%4

i=1

sup
0i

|hi&P0 |. (4.7)

To estimate

sup
0i

|hi&P0 |=max
Q # 0i

&hi&P0&C(Q) , 1�i�%4 , (4.8)

it suffices to bound I=&hi&P0&C(Q) from above for every Q # ?i , 1�i�%4 .
For the given Q # ?, 1�i�%4 , +Q=+E, we first define subcubes Qs such

that +Qs = 2s0&s+E, 1 � s � s0 , and Q = Qs0
� Qs0&1 � } } } � Q1 � Q0 ,

where s0=[log2 (+Q0 �+E)]+1.
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Next, let Ps # Pn&1, m be the polynomial that deviates least from f in
F(Qs), 1�s�s0 . Then

&hi&P0&C(Q)�&hi&Ps0
&C(Q)+ :

s0&1

s=0

&Ps0&s&Ps0&s&1&C(Qs0&s)
. (4.9)

Further, hi |Q # Pn&1, m and W satisfies the 2(})-condition on Q0 , hence
applying Corollary 3.3 to polynomials hi |Q&Ps0

and Ps0&s&Ps0&s&1 ,
1�s�s0&1, we obtain from (4.9)

&hi&P0&C(Q)�C \
&hi&Ps0

&F(Q)

�F (+E)
+ :

s0&1

s=0

&Ps0&s&Ps0&s&1&F(Qs0&s)

�F (2s+E) +
�C \

& f&hi&F(0i)
+& f&Ps0

&F(Q)

�F (+E)

+ :
s0&1

s=0

& f&Ps0&s&F(Qs0&s)
+& f&Ps0&s&1&F(Qs0&s&1)

�F (2s+E) +
�C \ :

s0&1

s=0

|( f, 2s+1+E)
�F (2s+E) + . (4.10)

Combining (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8), (4.10) and using (1.2), we have

E( f, Pn&1, m , F(E))�C�F (+E) :
s0&1

s=0

|( f, 2s+1+E)
�F (2s+E)

�8C�F (+E) |
4+Q0

2+E

|( f, {)
�F ({)

d{
{

.

This yields (4.1). K

Proof of Corollary 4.1. Let P0 be the polynomial of best approximation
to f in F(Q0). For a given t # (0, +Q0], set E=[x # Q0 : |( f &P0)(x)|�
( f &P0)

* Q0
(t)]. Then +E=t and & f&P0&F(E)��F (t)( f &P0)

* Q0
(t).

Thus (4.2) follows from (4.1). K

5. EXAMPLES

5.1. A Generalized Jacobi Weight

Let V=[a, b] and let W(x)=>k
i=1 |x&xi |

:i be a generalized Jacobi
weight [3, 18, 25], where xi # R1, : i>0, and x i {xj if i{ j, 1�i, j�k.
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Theorem 5.1. (a) If xi # [a, b], 1�i�k, then for every { # (0, +V],

C6{d�W*[a, b]({)�C7 {d, (5.1)

where d=max1�i�k :i and C6 , C7 are constants independent of {.

(b) W satisfies the 2M -condition on R1 for every M # (0, 1) and
C0�(4�M)N, where N=�k

i=1 : i .

To prove the theorem, we shall need a limit version of the Remez inequality
for W.

Lemma 5.1. If xi # [a, b], 1�i�k, then the following relations hold

C8H(W)�lim inf
t � 0

t&dW*[a, b](t)�lim sup
t � 0

t&dW*[a, b](t)�C9H(W), (5.2)

where d=max1�i�k :i , C8=1�max(1, (2k)d&1), C9=max(1, (2k)d&1), and
for 1� j�k,

H(W)=\ :
k

j=1

$j #j `
k

i=1, i{ j

|xi&xj |
&:i+

&1

,

$j={1,
2,

(xj&a)(xj&b)=0
x j # (a, b),

#j={0,
1,

:j<d
:j=d.

Proof. We may assume that a�x1< } } } <xk�b. If t is small enough,
then for every xj # (a, b), there exist two numbers y&

j and y+
j such that y&

j

<xj< y+
j , W( y&

j )=W( y+
j )=W*[a, b](t) and W is decreasing on [ y&

j , xj]
and increasing on [xj , y+

j ]. The corresponding one-side conditions hold if
x1=a or (and) xk=b. Further

t==1(x1& y&
1 )+=2( y+

k &xk)+ :
k&1

j=2

( y+
j & y&

j )+( y+
1 &x1)+(xk& y&

k ),

where =1=[ 0,
1,

x1=a
x1>a and =2=[ 0,

1,
xk=b
xk<b . Hence

lim inf
t � 0

t&dW*(t)�C8 lim
t � 0 \=1�(W*(t)�(x1& y&

1 )d)+=2 �(W*(t)�( y+
k &xk)d)

+ :
k&1

j=1

1�(W*(t)�( y+
j &xj)

d

+ :
k

j=2

1�(W*(t)�(x j& y&
j )d+

&1

. (5.3)
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Next,

lim
t � 0

W*(t)
( y+

j &xj)
d= lim

y j
+ � xj

W( y+
j )

( y+
j &x j)

d={
�,

`
k

i=1, i{ j

|xj&x i |
:i,

: j<d

:j=d.

(5.4)

It is easy to verify that the similar relations hold for all terms in (5.3). Thus
the lower estimate in (5.2) follows from (5.3) and (5.4). Similarly the upper
estimate. K

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Note first that (5.1) immediately follows from
Lemma 5.1. To prove statement (b), we apply a Remez-type inequality
(2.16) to the generalized polynomial W of degree N=�k

i=1 :i . It implies

&W&C(a, b)�22N((b&a)�|E|1)N &W&C(E) (5.5)

for a set E�[a, b], |E|1>0. Setting E=[x # [a, b] : W(x)�W*[a, b](t)],
0<t�b&a, we obtain |E|1=t and &W&C(E)=W*[a, b](t). Then (5.5) yields

W*[a, b](b&a)�W*[a, b](t)=&W&C(a, b) �W*[a, b](t)�22N((b&a)�t)N. (5.6)

Thus (5.6) shows that for every M # (0, 1),

sup
&�<a<b<�

W*[a, b](M(b&a))�22NM&N.

This completes the proof of the theorem. K

The following corollary is a consequence of Corollaries 3.1, 3.5, 3.6 and
Theorems 2.2, 5.1.

Corollary 5.1. (a) If W is a generalized Jacobi weight and F(a, b) a
WRI space, then for a polynomial P # Pn, 1 ,

&P&C(a, b)�C(�F ((b&a) n&2(d+1)))&1 &P&F(a, b) ,

where d=max1�i�k :i .
In particular, for 0<p�q��,

&P&Lq, W (a, b)�Cn2(d+1)(1�p&1�q) &P&Lp, W (a, b) . (5.7)

(b) For an interval V=[a, b], a polynomial P # Pn, 1 , and a set
E�[a, b], |E|1>0,

&P&C(a, b)�21+�k
i=1 :i (+V�+E)n &P&C(E) .
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(c) For a trigonometric polynomial T # Tn and a WRI space F(0, 2?),

&T&C(0, 2?)�C(�F (2?n&d&1))&1 &T&F(0, 2?) .

In particular, for 0<p�q��,

&T&Lq, W(0, 2?)�Cn (d+1)(1�p&1�q) &T&Lp, W (0, 2?) .

(d) For T # Tn ,

&T&C(0, 2?)�Cnd &WT&C(0, 2?) .

Note that the constant C in Corollary 5.1 is independent of n, P, and T.
An Lp-version of Corollary 5.1(d) was obtained in [25].

5.2. A Jacobi Weight

Let V=[&1, 1] and W(x)=w:, ;(x)=(1&x): (1+x);, where :>0,
;>0. It is easy to compute w*:, ;({) and .(t) for some : and ;. For
example,

w**, 0({)=w*0, *({)={*, .(t)�.(+*, 0)=1&(1&t(1+*) 2&(1+*))1�(1+*),

w**, *({)=4&*{*(4&{)*,

where *�0 and +:, ;=+V=2:+;+11(1+:) 1(1+;)(1(:+;+2))&1.
For any :>0 and ;>0, we can give only some estimates of w*:, ; and

obtain certain polynomial inequalities for P # Pn, m , by Theorem 5.1(a) and
Corollaries 3.1 and 3.4(a),

C10{max(:, ;)�w*:, ;({)�C11{max(:, ;),

&P&Lq, w:, ;
(&1, 1)�Cn2(max(:, ;)+1)(1�p&1�q) &P&Lp, w:, ;

(&1, 1) , (5.8)

&P&C(&1, 1)�Cn2 max(:, ;) &w:, ;P&C(&1, 1) . (5.9)

Note that a more general version of (5.8) was established by Daugavet and
Rafalson [13], while (5.9) in a more general setting was obtained by
Goetgheluck [25].

5.3. An Exponential Weight

Let V=[0, 1], W(x)=x* exp(&x&:), where *�0 and :>0.

Corollary 5.2. (a) For P # Pn, 1 and p>0,

&P&C(0, 1)�Cn2(*+:+1)�(2:+1) p

_exp(C12(:) p&1�(2:+1)n2:�(2:+1)) &P&Lp, W(0, 1) . (5.10)
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(b) The inequality &P&C(a, b)�C(+V�+E)n &P&C(E) does not hold for
all polynomials P # Pn, 1 , all intervals [a, b]�[0, 1], and all L-measurable
sets E�[a, b], |E|1>0.

Proof. First we need some technical estimates. It is clear that W*[0, 1]({)
=W({). Next, using the known asymptotic relation [10, p. 14], we obtain

|
y2

0
W({) d{=:&1y2(*+:+1) exp(& y&2:)(1+O( y2:)), y � 0. (5.11)

Hence

exp \H \p&1 ln |
y2

0
W*[0, 1]({) d{, 4n++

�\|
y2

0

0
W({) d{+

&1�p

exp(4ny0)

�Cn2(*+:+1)�(2:+1) p exp(C12(:) p&1�(2:+1)n2:�(2:+1)), (5.12)

where y0=(2np�:)&1�(2:+1) and H( f, t) is defined in Corollary 3.2. Thus,
(5.10) follows from (3.10) and (5.12).

Further W does not satisfy the 2M -condition on (0, 1). Indeed,

C$0= sup
a, { # [0, 1]

W(a+{)�W(a+M{)� sup
{ # (0, 1)

W({)�W(M{)=� (5.13)

for any M # (0, 1). Thus statement (b) follows from (5.13), Remark 2.4, and
Theorem 2.2(c). K

Nikolskii-type inequalities of the form &WP&Lq(&1, 1)�a(n) &WP&Lp (&1, 1) ,
where W(x)=exp(&Q(x)) is an exponential weight, were established by
Lubinsky and Saff [36, 44].

Remark 5.1. Corollary 3.2 is more efficient for the exponential weight
than Corollary 3.1 since the application of (3.4) and (5.11) to this weight
one gives the estimate &P&C(0, 1)�Cn2(*+:+1)�p exp(n2:�p) &P&Lp, W (0, 1) with
the less precise constant than in (5.10).

5.4. A Generalized Gegenbauer�Timan Weight in Rm

Let V=Q0=[&1, 1]m, W(x)=W:, ;, m(x)=(\(x, 1)): (\(x, 1)+n&2m);,
where :�0, ;�0 and 1/Q0 is an s-dimensional surface of class C 1,
0�s�m&1. For 1=[&1, 1], W:, 0, 1 is equivalent to the Gegenbauer
weight w:, : , and W0, ;, 1 is equivalent to (- 1&x2+1�n)2;. The latter has
become very popular in approximation theory after Timan and Dzyadyk
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[16, 47]. Various weighted estimates for polynomials, including Nikolskii-
type inequalities, were proved for W:, 0, 1 in [13, 33], for W0, ;, 1 in [14, 33],
for W0, ;, m , 1=�0, in [11, 12], and for W:, ;, m , 1=�V, in [23].

Theorem 5.2. (a) For every { # (0, +Q0],

W*Q0
({)�C {{(:+;)�(m&s),

{:�(m&s)n&2m;,
0�{<n&2m(m&s)

{�n&2m(m&s).
(5.14)

(b) W:, 0, m satisfies the 2M(})-condition on Q0 for every M # (0, 1),
where } is a family of all subcubes in Q0 (that is the closed cubes in Q0 which
are homothetic to Q0).

To prove the theorem, we shall need three geometric lemmas.

Lemma 5.2. Let 1/Rm be a compact s-dimensional surface of class C 1,
0�s�m&1, and let Q(x0) be a cube in Rm with the following properties:
x0 # 1; Q(x0) is homothetic to Q0 ; and |Q(x0)|m=tm, where 0<t�$(1 ).
Then the following relations hold

ts�|Q(x0) & 1 | s�C(1) ts. (5.15)

Proof. We note first that for each x # 1 there exists a cube Q(x, 1 ) in
Rm with the edge length r=r(x)>0 satisfying the following properties:
Q(x, 1) is homothetic to Q0 and centered at x, and there is an s-dimen-
sional face of Q(x, 1 ) (denote it by Q(s)(x)) such that the projection
P: Q(x, 1 ) & 1 � Q(s)(x) is a diffeomorphism. Without loss of generality
we may assume that Q(x, 1 ) & 1 in a neighbourhood of x is determined by
the equations xi= fi (x1 , ..., xs), where fi , s+1�i�m, are smooth functions
and x(s)=(x1 , ..., xs) # Q(s)(x). Then |Q(x, 1) & 1 | s=�Q (s) (x) |P$(x(s))| dx(s),
where |P$| (the modulus of the derivative of P) is continuous on Q(s)(x)
[46, p. 327]. Hence

1�|P$(x(s))|�C(x)<�, x(s) # Q(s)(x). (5.16)

Next, a family [Qr�2(x)]x # 1 is a covering of 1, and it is possible to choose
a finite subcovering [Qrj�2

(x j)]N
j=1 . Set

$(1 )= min
1� j�N

rj �2, C(1 )= max
1� j�N

C(x j). (5.17)

Let Q(x0) satisfy the properties of the lemma. Then there exists a cube
Qrj �2

(x j) from the subcovering such that Qrj�2
(x j) & Q(x0){<. Hence
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Q(x0)�Qrj
(x j), by (5.17). Moreover, |Q(x0) & 1 | s=�Q (s) (x0) |P$(x (s)| dx (s),

where Q(s)(x0) is an s-dimensional subcube of Qrj
(x j) with the edge

length t. Thus (5.15) follows from (5.16) and (5.17). K

Lemma 5.3. Let ?=[Qt(xj)] be a sequence of cubes in Rm with the edge
length t such that the multiplicity of the covering of each point of Rm by the
cubes from ? does not exceed N. Then the multiplicity of the covering of
points of Rm by the family ?(#)=[Q#t(xj)], where #>1, does not exceed
(#+1)m (2m&1(N&1)+1).

Proof. It follows from a result of Brudnyi and Kotlyar [8] that ? can
be represented in the form ?=�L

l=1 ?l , where L=2m&1(N&1)+1 and ?l ,
1�l�L, are packings (see Definition 4.1).

It is easy to show that if a point x # Rm belongs to N l cubes Q#t( y i) from
?l (#), then each of these cubes Qt( yi) is a subset of Q(#+1) t(x). Taking into
accout that they are mutually disjoint, we obtain Nl�(#+1)m (note that
the estimate Nl�(2#)m was established in [5]). Thus the multiplicity of the
covering by the cubes from ?(#) does not exceed �L

l=1 Nl�(#+1)m L. K

Lemma 5.4. Let 1/Rm be a compact s-dimensional surface of class C 1,
0�s�m&1, and let 1u=1+Qu(0)=�x # 1 Qu(x), u>0. If Q(x0) is a
cube that satisfies all the properties of Lemma 5.2, then

|Q(x0) & 1u |m�Ctsum&s, 0<t, u�4 - m, (5.18)

where C is a constant independent of t, u, and x0 .

Proof. First, by applying Besicovich's covering lemma (a special case of
Lemma 4.1 for 6(x)=Qr(x)(x) [29]) to a family [Qu(x)]x # 1 , we can
choose a subfamily [Qu(x j)] that covers 1, and the multiplicity of the
covering of points of Rm by the subfamily does not exceed %5(m). It is easy
to verify that �j Qu(x j)�1u ��j Q2u(xj).

Next, Lemma 5.3 shows that the multiplicity of the covering of points of
Rm by ?=[Q2u(xj)] does not exceed %6(m). Hence, by [8], ?=�N

i=1 ?i ,
where ?i , 1�i�N=N(m), are packings.

Then for every Qt(x0), x0 # 1, 0<t�$(1 ), where $(1) is the constant
from Lemma 5.2, we obtain

|Qt(x0) & 1u |m� :
N

i=1

:
Q$ # ?i , Qt (x0) & Q${<

|Q$|m�(2u)m :
N

i=1

k i , (5.19)
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where ki=dim[Q$ # ? i : Qt(x0) & Q${<], 1�i�N. Further, it follows
from Lemma 5.2 that for 0<u, t�$(1 ),

|Qt(x0) & 1 | s�Cts, |Q$ & 1 | s�(2u)s. (5.20)

Taking into account that each ? i is a family of mutually disjoint cubes, we
obtain from (5.20)

ki�|Qt(x0) & 1 | s�min
Q$ # ?i

|Q$ & 1 | s�C(t�u)s, 1�i�N. (5.21)

Therefore, (5.19) and (5.21) yield (5.18) for 0<u, t�$(1 ). Thus the lemma
follows. K

Proof of Theorem 5.2. First we prove statement (b). Let Q be a sub-
cube of Q0 with the edge lenth t # (0, 1]. If \(Q, 1 )>t - m, then for
W(x)=(\(x, 1 )): and every M # (0, 1), we have

W*Q(tm)�W*Q(Mtm)�max
x # Q

W(x)�min
x # Q

W(x)

�((\(Q, 1 )+- m t)�\(Q, 1 )):<2:. (5.22)

Let now 0�\(Q, 1)�- m t. Then there exists x0 # 1 such that Q�Q4 - m t(x0).
Next, taking account of Lemma 5.4, we obtain

|[x # Q : (\(x, 1)):�u]| m�|[x # Q4 - m t(x0) : \(x, 1 )�u1�:]|m

�|Q4 - m t(x0) & 1u1�: |m�Ctsu(m&s)�:. (5.23)

This implies

W*Q({)�C({t&s):�(m&s), { # (0, tm). (5.24)

Further taking account of (5.24), we obtain for every M # (0, 1),

W*Q(tm)�W*Q(Mtm)�C(4 - m t):�(Mtm&s):�(m&s)�C. (5.25)

Therefore statement (b) follows from (5.22), (5.25), and Definition 2.2.
To prove statement (a), we need the following relations

|[x # Q0 : (\(x, 1)): (\(x, 1 )+n&2m);�u]|m

=|[x # Q0 : (\(x, 1 )):�;+1+n&2m(\(x, 1)):�;�u1�;]|m

�|[x # Q0 : \(x, 1)�u1�(:+;)]|m+|[x # Q0 : \(x, 1 )�u1�:n2m;�:]| m .

(5.26)
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Applying (5.23) to Q=Q0 , we obtain from (5.26)

|[x # Q0 : W:, ;, m(x)�u]|m�C(u(m&s)�(:+;)+u(m&s)�:n2m(m&s) ;�:)

�C {u(m&s)�(:+;),
u(m&s)�:n2m(m&s) ;�:,

0�u<n&2m(:+;)

u�n&2m(:+;).

(5.27)

Then (5.27) yields (5.14). K

Corollary 5.3. (a) If F(Q0) is a WRI space, then for a polynomial
P # Pn, m and *=2m((:+m&s)�(m&s)+;),

&P&C(Q0)�C�F (n*) &P&F(Q0) . (5.28)

In particular, for 0<p�q��,

&P&Lq, W:, ;, m
(Q0)�cn*(1�p&1�q) &P&Lp, W:, ;, m

(Q0) . (5.29)

(b) For W=W:, 0, m , a subcube Q�Q0 , a polynomial P # Pn, m , and a
set E�Q, |E|m>0,

&P&C(Q)�C(+V�+E)n &P&C(E) .

Proof. Note first that statement (b) immediately follows from Theorems
5.2(b) and 2.2(b). Next, (5.14) implies �n&2m

0 W*:, ;, m({) d{�Cn&*. Together
with Corollary 3.1(a) and (c), this yields (5.28) and (5.29). K

Inequality (5.29) for Q0 , replaced by a convex body V, and 1=�V,
s=m&1 (that is *=2m(:+1)+;), was established in [23]. For more
general sets 0, the weight W:, 0, m and 1=�0, s=m&1, (5.29) was proved
in [11, 12]. The one-dimensional analogues of (5.29) for W:, 0, 1 and
W0, ;, 1 , 1=[&1, 1], s=0, were obtained in [13, 14].
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